
An Information-based Approach for Guiding Multi-ModalHuman-Computer-InteractionMatthias DeneckeInteractive Systems LaboratoriesCarnegie Mellon UniversityPittsburgh, PA 15217denecke@cs.cmu.eduAbstractMuch work has been done in dialogue mod-eling for spoken and multi-modal human-computer interaction. Problems can arise insituations that do not correspond to the dia-logue model. For this reason, we proposeinformation-centered dialogue processing inwhich the actions to be taken by the dia-logue system are determined as a function ofthe information available in the discourse, thedatabase and the domain model. In order toarrive at fully speci�ed representations of theintended actions, the speci�city of the represen-tations is increased by uni�cation, integratinginformation from multi-modal input, databaseaccess and domain knowledge. Our approachdi�ers from other state-of-the-art systems inthat it does not rely on explicit dialogue mod-els. Instead, we show how partial and under-speci�ed representations of the situation canbe used in a spoken dialogue system to ge-nerate clari�cation questions and to guide theuser to arrive at his or her communicative goal.We show furthermore how probabilistic infor-mation can be used to disambiguate withoutclari�cation questions. Evaluation results anddialogue examples demonstrate the exibilityand naturalness of our approach.1 IntroductionMany state-of-the-art spoken dialogue systems rely onexplicit dialogue modeling. Often, modeling is done bydescribing the dialogue states and the expected responseusing �nite-state automata, dialogue grammars or rules.Typically, the models are built and evaluated using datafrom the Wizard-of-Oz technique.However, modeling a dialogue explicitly as a sequenceof actions has several drawbacks. First, dialogue modelsare costly to construct. The dialogue corpus collectedhave to be large enough to allow generalizations aboutthe dialogue scenario, and considerable human e�ort isrequired to create and re�ne dialogue models. Second,even if the corpus is large enough for building good dia-logue models, there is always the sparse data problem.Third, as the number of input modalities increases, sodoes the complexity of the dialogue model. This situa-tion is exacerbated by the fact that di�erent modalities

provide di�erent aspects of information, e.g. a touchscreen device typically provides geometric informationthat must be dealt with appropriately. Fourth, instruc-tions given by the user are often severely underspeci-�ed to the degree that the information conveyed by therequest alone is not su�cient to perform the intendedoperation. Fifth, recognition errors in any of the modal-ities may cause partially inappropriate representationsof requests to be generated. Here again, fall-back strate-gies have to be provided. All these di�culties increasemodeling complexity.To overcome these problems, we propose a departurefrom the model-based approach to dialogue processing infavor of an information-centered approach. We developand use semantic representations that can be comparedby the information they contain. Possible systems ac-tions can thus be determined in function of the degree ofspeci�city of the available information rather than a dia-logue state. Additionally, these representations permitsituated recovery strategies in cases where the user un-derspeci�es the request or speech recognition errors oc-cur. Furthermore, the information-oriented view allowsfor easy integration of multi-modal input. To demon-strate the feasibility of our approach,we implemented aninteractive map program with spoken and multi-modalinput.2 Using Information in InterpretingSituationsWe consider the semantic information that stems froma users' request, taken together with the context anddomain modeling, as a situation. We claim that a sit-uation in dialogue is non-hostile, since, in general, thedialogue partners are cooperating. Thus, in order to re-duce dialogue modeling, we can exploit information weencounter in the present situation to guide the actionsof our system.We place ourselves in the context of task-orientedhuman-computer interaction in which the user wants thesystem to perform certain operations or to deliver certaininformation. The dialogue system is able to perform agiven set of operations such as displaying objects, print-ing out information on objects, and the like. Each op-eration requires a set of parameters that have to meetlower bounds of information. For example, the operationdisplay objmight require the coordinates of all objectsto be uniquely de�ned. The purpose of the lower boundson the parameter values are twofold. First, they serve to



determine the minimal amount of information the usermust provide in order to execute the intended action.Second, they also de�ne communicative goals that haveto be met if the user wants to execute an action. Thesystem has to determine which operation the user wantsto perform and su�ciently identify the required param-eters.3 Information-centered Representations3.1 Domain ModelingIn many knowledge representation formalisms, know-ledge is organized in a hierarchical way. To representthe background knowledge, we use a partial ordering ofconcepts. We call the concepts types and the orderingrelation v, the subsumption relation, according to Car-penter [1992]. Additionally, we describe what features atype consists of by so-called appropriateness conditions[Carpenter, 1992]. The terminological knowledge baseallows us to express the IS-A relations (in the follow-ing noted in cursive letters) and IS-PART-OF relations(noted in capital letters) that hold between objects. Werestrict the type hierarchy to be a rooted tree. We canthen extend the hierarchy by adding probabilities alongthe IS� A links expressing the degree of con�dence thatan object of type � is also of type �0 where � is a directsupertype of �0 (noted � _v�0). For the time being, theprobabilities are supplied manually, but they could alsobe determined empirically1. We ensure that the proba-bilities on the IS� A links leaving a type � sum up toone, X� _v�0 P (�0 j �) = 1 8 types � : � is not a leafso that P is indeed a probability distribution. A partof the domain modeling we use in our interactive mapimplementation is shown in �gure 1.
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0.1 0.5 0.4 1Figure 1: A part of the type hierarchy and its appro-priateness conditions used in the map application. Theleast speci�c type is at the bottom of the tree.Note that the domain model does not make any as-sumptions about the form of the dialogue, i.e. the typehierarchy only represents knowledge about the objectspresent in the chosen domain, but does not encode anyassumptions on how interaction between user and systemshould take place.1This can be done as follows: Among x objects in the database, we �nd x1 restaurants, thus we setP (F is of type obj restaurant j F is of type obj concrete) =x1=x

3.2 The Semantic RepresentationsIn many situations, the information conveyed in theusers' request is not speci�c enough to determine theintended operation and its parameters entirely. The re-presentations of the requests must reect this fact inorder to be able to represent partial information and toleave disjunctions unresolved.Partially Speci�ed Semantic RepresentationsWe use typed feature structures [Carpenter, 1992] torepresent the semantics of the users' requests. Thesestructures easily combine domain-dependent knowledgeprovided by the type hierarchy and semantics of utter-ances. Moreover, they can represent partial information.We think of the semantic representations as partial de-scriptions of operations or objects. Furthermore, typedfeature structures can { as can types { be ordered bysubsumption. We can thus determine if the informationprovided is speci�c enough for the execution of an action.The natural language input is analyzed by thePHOENIX parser developed by Ward [1994]. Its output,a partial semantic parse tree, is converted to a semanticrepresentation by traversing the parse tree and applyingconstruction rules to the nodes. The semantics of theutterance is given by a set of possibly partially speci�edfeature structures that are stored in a discourse history.Each structure represents the semantics of a phrase ofone of the main syntactic categories NP, VP, or PP.Underspeci�ed RepresentationsTyped feature structures are partial descriptions of ob-jects that themselves are represented by typed featurestructures over the same type hierarchy. This allows usto determine described objects by compatibility check aswell for anaphoric reference as for accessing objects froma database.However, in general, feature structures do not ade-quately represent unresolved disjunctions, since the gen-eralization of a set of feature structures is in general onlyan approximation of the set. For this reason, we use un-derspeci�ed feature structures to represent non uniquelyreferring expressions. Examples of underspeci�ed fea-ture structures are shown in �gure 2. We think of anunderspeci�ed typed feature structure as a compact re-presentation of a set of (possibly partial) descriptions.Underspeci�ed feature structures are a generalization ofthe typed feature structure formalism. Our underspec-i�ed representations are optimal in the sense that theyrepresent explicitly all information which is common tomore than one structure. Since they explicitly factorout common information, they contain more informa-tion than the set of disjuncts itself. As described in thenext section, this information is used when generatingclari�cation questions.In the attribute-value-matrix notation that we use todisplay feature structures, the type marked with an as-terisk is the most speci�c lower bound of the types inits scope. The scope is indicated by curly brackets. Thealternatives are represented inside curly brackets. In-dices behind types identify the typed feature structurethis information belongs to. If there are no indices, theinformation belongs to all feature structures. Featuresthat are common to only a subset of all represented fea-ture structures are in the scope of the most speci�c typethat is in common to that subset. The feature PHONEin �gure 2 (a) is such an example.



266666666664 obj concrete*(� obj cafe(1)PHONE 488-HIVE �[ obj cinema(2) ] )NAME \ Beehive \ADDR 264 addressSTR-NAME string* � \E Carson St \(1)\Forbes Ave \(2) 	STR-NUMBER int* � 1327(1)3807(2)	 375377777777775(a)26666666666664 obj museumn� obj museum(2)HREF http://www.warhol.org/warhol/warhol.html �oNAME string* n " carnegie museum of natural history "(1)" andy warhol museum "(2)" fort pitt museum "(3) oADDR 2664 addressSTR-NAME string* � " forbes ave" (1,3)" sandusky " (2) 	STR-NUMBER int* n 4400(1)117(2)100(3) o 3775 37777777777775(b)26666664 obj restaurantNAME " Primanti Brothers "ADDRESS 26664 addressSTR-NAME string* n \ Cherry Ave "(1)\ 18th St \(2)\ Forbes Ave \(3) oSTR-NUMBER int* n 11(1)46(2)3803(3)o 3777537777775(c)Figure 2: Three underspeci�ed feature structures repre-senting the objects referred to by the NPs \the museum",\the Beehive" and \Primanti Brothers". There are twoobjects called \Beehive" in our data base, one being acinema, the other one a cafe. Moreover, we �nd three dif-ferent museums and three restaurants called \PrimantiBrothers".The shape of the type hierarchy is of importance forthe information represented in underspeci�ed structures.The 'deeper' the type hierarchy, the more knowledgeabout the relations of the types is encoded. This is anal-ogous to the information content of decision trees. Con-sequently, the speci�city of underspeci�ed feature struc-tures increases with the amount of information in, or thedepth of, the type hierarchy.Moreover, the nodes of underspeci�ed feature struc-tures are arranged as decision trees themselves that aresub-trees of the original type hierarchy (see �gure 3 foran example). The probabilities along the IS-A links haveto be re-normalized to take missing types into account.In order to adapt the probabilities correctly, the under-speci�ed feature structures must be optimal.

4 Information-centered DialogueProcessing4.1 Integrating InformationThe exibility of a dialogue system increases with the ca-pability of integrating information fromdi�erent sources.Possible information sources in our system are domainknowledge, information from di�erent input devices anddatabase access. Integration of complementary informa-tion is achieved by type inference and uni�cation.Type InferenceType inference ([Carpenter, 1992]) serves to increase atype � in a feature structure to the least speci�c type �0,� v �0 for which the features assigned to � are appropri-ate. Since the type hierarchy encodes domain knowledge,type inference integrates domain knowledge into the fea-ture structures. There are several ways in which typeinference is useful.First, type inference can provide useful informationin integrating context information. Consider the sen-tence Show me the Mexican place. The noun placegets mapped to the type obj concrete. However, in ourdomain model shown in �gure 1, only a restaurant canhave a nationality. Type inference can provide this infor-mation, as in the following equation, where type infer-ence maps a non well-typed feature structure to a well-typed one.TypInf �h obj concreteNAT mexicani� = h obj restaurantNAT mexicaniSecond, in cases in which the speech recognizer doesnot recognize the spoken utterance well or the utter-ance is ill-formed, it is probable that the parser will skippart of the input. In these cases, it generates a seman-tic representation of the utterance that represents onlypartially what has been said. Typically, the informationin the representation is not su�cient to trigger the in-tended operation. An example which occurred duringour test sessions is the request How can I get to theElbow Room that was recognized as How can I get to[ zoom out ]. The semantic parser skips the bracketedpart of the input so that the generated feature structureis h speech actACTION show pathiA total type inference procedure allows us to determinethe least speci�c well-typed feature structure while re-taining all present information. In this case, the typeinference procedure yields" speech actACTION show pathOBJECT obj concrete#This representation makes requests for missing valueseasier (or even unnecessary) to trigger, since all possiblefeatures are present after the type inference and further-more, their value is set to be the most general type al-lowed for in this context. This means that strict domainmodeling contributes to more speci�c representations.Third, when unifying well-typed feature structures theresult is not necessarily well-typed [Carpenter, 1992].Type inference may yield more speci�c structures, thusallowing for more speci�c clari�cation dialogues. This is



important in cases in which the speci�city of a param-eter increases during the dialogue, and the associatedoperation also needs to be more speci�c.Integrating Information from Di�erent InputSourcesIn systems that allow for discourse context and multi-modal input at the same time, ambiguities between thedeictic and anaphoric use of pronouns arise. The infor-mation supported by a pronoun is that it refers to anobject the user expects to be uniquely identi�ed by thecontext and possibly additional input. If complementarydeictic information is present, this information is used todetermine the object the user refers to. In case wheremore than one pronoun of possibly deictic use occur inthe phrase, time information is used to correctly joindeictic and acoustic information.In our case, a gesture can be a point given by co-ordinates, a line given by the coordinates of the twoendpoints, or an area given by a set of lines. On thesemantic level, this information is represented in featurestructures. If complementary semantic information com-ing from spoken input is available, the gestural and lan-guage representations are associated and uni�ed. Forexample, this makes it possible to disambiguate the re-presentation of an anaphor as shown in �gure 3 by mouseclick or drawn circles to refer to areas in which all restau-rants should be shown.Database AccessData retrieval procedures are linked to the types of theroots of feature structures. For the semantic represen-tation of every NP in the discourse an appropriate dataretrieval procedure, if provided, is executed. Databaseretrieval procedures generate an underspeci�ed featurestructure on the object level representing all objects thatare compatible with the information on the semanticlevel. Note that the database access also takes geograph-ical information into account, for example when assign-ing to the semantic representation of this restaurant+ <mouse click>2664 obj restaurantP1 " pointX 254Y 746#3775the restaurant that is displayed on the screen is closestto the given point as opposed to some other object suchas the intersection that is even closer to the point thanthe restaurant.The same retrieval procedures apply when resolvingreference of anaphora. This makes it possible to generaterepresentations of ambiguous referring anaphora.4.2 Strategies for DisambiguationDue to speech recognition errors or inappropriate input,only parts of the input may be used for interpretation.As an example, consider a database access that yieldsan underspeci�ed feature structure representing the des-tination of a path. Another example is the case in whichnecessary information is not conveyed by the user. Inboth cases, the representation is not informative enoughto execute the users' request.We investigate two strategies to recover from thisstate. The �rst strategy, an unbiased one, is to ask

a clari�cation question, a second, a biased strategy, isto automatically choose the most probable interpreta-tion, thus avoiding the clari�cation question. Note thatthe proposed representations do not favor one strategyover another. Contrarily, they allow for determining allpossible solutions of the request in a �rst step. Disam-biguating using clari�cation questions yields an unbiasedstrategy. On the other hand, a selection according tosome (domain speci�c) criterion implements the biasedstrategy. This gives a general domain-independent dia-logue strategy that is parametrized by domain-speci�cconstraints such as selecting the next place in a map taskor always asking clari�cation questions in high-securityenvironments.Clari�cation dialoguesThere are at least two ways of asking clari�cation ques-tions both of which will be discussed in this section. Inany case, underspeci�ed representations are used as abasis for formulating the clari�cation question.To make it possible for the user to distinguish betweenthe di�erent objects using descriptions, unique descrip-tions of the objects have to be generated. These are �lledin templates of the sort Do you mean <desc1>; : : : ; <descn�1> or <descn>?. The user is then supposed toconvey (parts of) the descriptions to disambiguate thestructure.The algorithm works as follows. Given an underspec-i�ed feature structure F to be disambiguated, we deter-mine the set of all ambiguous paths in F and choosethe path � whose feature values have maximum entropy.For example, in �gure 2(b), the maximal entropy path is\[NAME]". We then select one of the types �, for exam-ple \Andy Warhol Museum" and calculate the uni�ca-tion F t� : �. The type � is mapped on to a string thatwill be part of the description. We iterate this procedureuntil F represents one object uniquely. The clari�cationquestion generated by this procedure for the underspec-i�ed structures shown in �gure 2 are then:Do you mean the cafe or the cinema?Do you mean the Carnegie Museum ofNatural History, the Andy WarholMuseum or the Fort Pitt Museum?andDo you mean the one Cherry Ave,the one on 18th St or the on Forbes ave?respectively. The �rst question makes use of the dif-ferent type of the two objects, thus based on a pathwhose length is zero, the second question asks for thename of the object, since the type is the same (namelyobj university), and the third question asks for the ad-dress, since type (obj restaurant) and name (``PrimantiBrothers'') are the same. This example shows againthat the information currently present in the situationdetermines the form of the question.How then can the disambiguation be achieved? If allreadings that are incompatible with the additional infor-mation are removed from the underspeci�ed structure,only the structures satisfying the users' constraints re-main.The advantage of this method is that one question issu�cient to disambiguate the underspeci�ed structure.



The drawback of this approach is that the question tendto appear unnatural if the number of disjuncts is large(greater than 4). In these cases, a second strategy isprovided. One could ask the user to provide a certainbit of information that helps to reduce the number ofpossible entities and repeat the process as long as theexpression refers uniquely. The caveat here is that theuser does not necessarily know the answer to the questionand often more than one question must be asked.The information the user may provide to disambiguatethe underspeci�ed representations is determined by theunderspeci�ed representations and, since these are theresult of preliminary processing, by the context. More-over, all choices that are compatible with the presentinformation are explicitly determined. Thus, the pro-posed strategy leaves all possible choices to be decidedby the user. For this reason, this strategy is unbiased.Note that a prerequisite for the approach are under-speci�ed representations that factor out di�erences be-tween the possible options. In underspeci�ed featurestructures it is easy to determine where the di�erencesof a set of feature structures are and how di�erent (interms of entropy) the values are.It should also be noted that the system does not ex-pect the user to pick one of the proposed answers. In-stead, the system is able to deal with any informationthat serves to disambiguate (not necessarily entirely) theunderspeci�ed representations2 .Avoiding Clari�cation DialoguesThere are cases in which the unbiased strategy de-scribed above leads to tedious and lengthy dialogues.In these cases, a biased strategy is used. Considerfor example the discourse``Show me the path fromhere to Carnegie Mellon University'' and ``CanI have more information on that''. A (simpli�ed)representation of the information conveyed by theanaphora is given by the underspeci�ed feature struc-ture26666664 obj*8>>>>><>>>>>:� obj concrete* n � obj universityNAME\CMU\�cur pos o �" obj path(3)DST � obj universityNAME \ CMU " �SRC cur pos # 9>>>>>=>>>>>; 37777775The underspeci�ed representation yields the followinginformation: �rst, the most speci�c type �� that sub-sumes the type of all objects (obj in the above example),and second, the n types �k whose most speci�c lowerbound is �� of the objects (obj path and obj concrete inthe above example). This applies recursively until the�nal types (those that are not marked with an asterisk)are reached. The paths from the type of the root to the�nal types yield a decision tree that is a subtree of the2In the current implementation, the language model pre-dicting the answer is generated on the y which means thatthe speech recognizer assumes the answer to be one of theproposed options. However, this is a limitation imposed bythe way we control the recognizer in the current implementa-tion, not a limitation of the dialogue processing algorithms.

type hierarchy. Re-normalizing the probability distribu-tions for the sub-hierarchy yields probability distribu-tions again. The decision tree for the above example isshown in �gure 3.
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0.2 0.8Figure 3: The decision tree extracted from the type hi-erarchy after re-normalization of the probability distri-butionsThe representations allow us to calculate the proba-bilities P ��k j ��� just by going from �� to �k in thesub-hierarchy while multiplying the conditional proba-bilities according toP ��k j ��� = Yi:��v�i _v�i+1v�k P ��i+1j�i� (1)The resulting distribution is indeed a probability distri-bution, since nXk=1P ��k j ��� = 1The result of this process is a probability distributionassigning probability to each object the anaphor mayrefer to as a function of the context, the domainmodelingand the a priori probabilities. We use a heuristic todisambiguate the anaphora: if the di�erence betweenthe largest probability and the second largest probabilityexceeds a certain threshold, there is a strong preferenceto one reading, thus this reading is assumed to hold.Otherwise a clari�cation dialogue is generated in orderto ask for additional information.This strategy is biased in that it disambiguates anunderspeci�ed representation such that it refers to thepreferred reading. In other words, not all options are leftto the user, since the system decides itself what the usermeant. The intention behind this heuristics is that it ischeaper in average to repair an incorrect reading a fewtimes than ask every time a question.A prerequisite for correct probabilistic interpretationin eq. 1 is the optimality of underspeci�ed represen-tations w.r.t. representing all common used information.Let us assume for the sake of example that the under-speci�ed structure does not represent the fact that boththe current position and the university are subsumedby obj concrete. This yields a structure that representsadequately the circumstances but is suboptimal in thatthe fact that both obj university and cur pos are of typeobj concrete is not represented.26666664 obj*8>>>>><>>>>>:� obj university(1)NAME CMU �[ cur pos ]" obj path(3)DST � obj universityNAME \CMU" �SRC cur pos #9>>>>>=>>>>>; 37777775



The decision tree represented by this underspeci�edstructure is not optimal either.5 An Example ApplicationTo verify empirically the validity of our approach, we im-plemented an interactive map dialogue program whosepurpose is to provide a test bed for interactively access-ing information about places on a map and to generatepath descriptions. As one of the input sources, we usethe JANUS continuous speech recognizer [Waibel, 1996]using a 1600 word vocabulary.The dialogue system is implemented as a multi-blackboard system. The currently used blackboards arethe map database providing street and place informa-tion, the discourse blackboard storing the semantic re-presentations of formerly uttered requests and dialogueanswers and the multi-modal blackboard representingobjects that can be referred to by gesture. The database stores information of about 3000 streets (300 ofwhich have been selected to be in the vocabulary of thespeech recognizer) and of about 350 di�erent locations.Knowledge sources may contribute complementary in-formation. Each knowledge source implements a set oftyped predicates that are used to form expert systemstyle rules. The rules contain typed variables that areinstantiated with typed feature structures stored in thediscourse blackboard, such as word, parse tree, seman-tic representations or objects in the discourse moduleprovided the type of their root is as least as speci�c asthe type of the variable. The set of rules mediates thecommunication between di�erent modules and the inte-gration of information. The users input is added to thediscourse blackboard. The behavior of the system, i.e.the interaction of the knowledge sources, the blackboardand the user is entirely determined by the informationavailable in the blackboards and the rules together withthe side e�ects of the predicates as implemented by theknowledge sources. This results in a stepwise re�nementof the available representations.This design allows for easy adaptation to a new do-main since adaptation does not require new dialoguemodeling. No assumptions on the domain have beenhard-coded. New knowledge sources may easily be addedso that new predicates may be made use of in the con-straints, thus implementing a possibly completely di�er-ent behavior of the system.6 EvaluationThe implemented dialogue system can perform ten dif-ferent actions that include panning or zooming the map,calculating paths, their lengths and travel times as wellas scheduling hotel and restaurant reservations. Alto-gether, 223 request were presented to the system. In 53cases, the system generated a representation of an in-correct operation. These errors were mostly caused byrecognition errors. The length of the dialogues rangedfrom 0 system-initiated turns (for fully speci�ed re-quests) to 5 system-initiated turns for hotel reservation.In 20 cases, at least one feature was missing in the �nalrepresentation. Most often, this was due to incorrectlyinterpreted prepositional phrases. In 17 cases, featureswere assigned incorrect types which were mostly wrong

place names or street names which again was due tomisrecognitions.Type inference proved to be a useful feature since, dueto recognition errors, the semantic parser often skippedparts of the input. In these cases, it was oftentimes pos-sible to restore at least partially the original informationas conveyed by the users request.7 SummaryIn this paper, we developed an information based ap-proach to dialogue systems. The central idea is thatactions are performed according to the speci�city of therepresentations, not as a function of an explicit state thesystem is in. In particular, the system does not make anyassumptions on what information in which order at whattime using which input device the user should provide.The chosen representations are particularly usefulfor representing spontaneous speech since spontaneousspeech consists for the most part of utterance frag-ments for which no closed formula is derivable. More-over, speech fragments may increase speci�city not onlyby adding �llers but also by generating more speci�ctypes. The disambiguation of underspeci�ed featurestructures using fragmentary and elliptical input showssome similarities to theMicro Conversational Events de-scribed in [Poesio and Traum, 1997] since the uni�ca-tion of the semantic representations of answers incre-mentally increases the information in underspeci�ed re-presentations.We showed that, in task-oriented domains, context in-formation and domain model are informative enough todetermine what the system should do. Since our ap-proach is information-centered, multi-modal input caneasily be implemented if all input information is repre-sented using the same formalism.We investigated two strategies to obtain complemen-tary information of the user. The unbiased strategyleaves all action to the user at the expense of possiblymany questions to answer, whereas the biased strategyrestricts possible actions. Biased strategies are of par-ticular interest if unintended actions can be avoided orrepaired so that the mean e�ort is minimized.AcknowledgementsI would like to thank Alex Waibel, Wayne Ward andBernhard Suhm for discussions, advice and suggestionsconcerning the topics discussed in the paper. Also, Iwould like to thank the three anonymous reviewers fortheir helpful comments.References[Carpenter, 1992] Bob Carpenter. The Logic of TypedFeature Structures. Cambridge University Press,1992.[Poesio and Traum, 1997] MassimoPoesio and David R.Traum. Conversational Actions and DiscoureseStructure. Computational Intelligence, 13(3), 1997.[Waibel, 1996] Alex Waibel. Interactive Translation ofConversational Speech. Computer, 29(7), July 1996.[Ward, 1994] Wayne H. Ward. Extracting Informationin Spontaneous Speech. Proceedings of the Interna-tional Conference on Speech and Language Process-ing, 1994, Yokohama, Japan.


